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COMPATIBLE MAPPINGS OF TYPE (A) AND

COMMON FIXED POINTS IN MENGER SPACES

Y.J. CHO, P.P. MlJHTIIY AND M. STOJAKOVIC

1. Introd uction

K. Menger [18] introduced the notion of probabilistic metric spaces
(or statistical metric spaces), which is a generalization of metric spaces,
and the study of these spaces was expanded rapidly with the pioneering
works of n. Schweizer and A. Sklnr [20], [21]. Especially, the theory of
probabilistic metric spaces is of fundamental importance in probabilistic
functiOlwl analysis. For the detailed discussions of these spaces and their
applications. we refer to [8], [9], [23], [31].[32], [25]-[27] and [38].

Recently, some fixed point theorems in probabilistic metric spaces
haw' been provcd by lllany authors; A.T. Bharucha-Reid [1]' Gh. Boc
san [2], 5.5. ('hang [5], Lj.B. Ciric [6], O. Hadzic [10]-[12], T. L. Hicks
[13], S.L. Singh [28]-[30], M. Stojakovic [33]-[35], N.X. Tan [36] and many
others [3]. [4], [7], [13], [19], [37]. Since every metric space is a probabilis
tic metric spacC', \ve C,111 use many results in probabilistic metric spaces
to prow~ some fixed point theorems in metric spaces and Banach spaces.
Recently, G. Jungck [14] generalized the Banach contraction principle by
using the concept of cOlllpntible mappings on metric spaces. Of course,
any commuting lllllppings and weakly commuting are compatible map
pings but tbe COllH'l'SeS are not truc [14]. The existence of fixed points for
compatible mappings on lllC'tl'ic spaces and probabilistic metric spaces is
shown by G. Jungck [14]-[11], S.N. r-,Iisbra [19] and S. Sessa et a1. [24].

In this paper. we intl'Oduce the concept of compatible mappings of
type (A) on r-,Ienger spaces, which is equivalent to the concept of com
patible mappings under some conditions. and prove some common fixed
point theorems fm compatible mappings of type (A) on Menger spaces
and metric spaces. Our results extend, generalize and improve the results
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of A.T. Bharucha-Reid, G.L. Cain, Jr. and R.H. Kasriel, KP. Chamola,
R. Dedeic and N. Sarapa, S.N. Mishra, S.L. Singh and B.D. Pant, etc.

11. Preliminaries

Let R denote the set of reals and R+ the nonnegative reals. A mapping
f : R -+ R+ is called a distribution function if it is nondecreasing and
left continuous with inf :F = 0 and sup :F = 1. We will denote {, by the
set of all distribution functions.

A probabilistic metric space (beriefty, a Pl\:t:~space) isa pair (X,.1"),
where X is a nonempty set and F is a mapping from X x X to £. For
(u,v) E X x X, the distribution function :F(u,v) is denoted by Fu,v.
The functions Fu,v are assumed to satisfy the following conditions:

(PI) Fu,v(x) = 1 for every x > 0 if and only if u = v,
(P2) Fu,v(O) = 0 for every u, v E X,
(P3) Fv,u(x) = Fa,v(x) for every u,v EX,
(P4) If Fv,w(x) = 1 and Fu,w(Y) = 1, then Fu,v(x + y) = 1 for every

u,v,w E X.

In a metric space (X, d), the metric d induces a mapping F : X x X -+

£ such that
:F(tl,V)(X) = Fu,v(x) = H(x - d(u,v»

for every u, v E X and x E R, where H is a specific distribution function
defined by

{
0, x < 0

H(x) = -
1, x > O.

A function t: [0,1] x [0, 1] -+ [0,1] is called aT-norm if it satisfies the
following conditions:

(tl) tea, 1) = a for every a E [0,1] and t(O,O) = 0,
(t2) tea, b) = t(b, a) for every a, bE [0,1],
(t3) If c 2:: a and d 2:: b, then t(c, d) 2:: t(a, b),
(t4) t(t(a, b), c) = tea, t(b, enfor every a , b,eE [0,1].

A Menger space is a triple (X,:F, t), where (X,:F) is a PM-space and
t is a T-norm with the following condition:
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(P5) Fv,w(x + Y) 2:: t(Fu,v(x),Fv,w(Y)) for every u,v,w E X and
X,Y E R+.

The concept of neighbourhoods in PM-spaces was introduced by B.
Schweizer and K. Sklar [20]. If u EX, e > 0 and A E (0, 1), then an
(e, A)-neighbourhood of u, denoted by Uu(e, A), is defined by

Uu(e,A) = {v EX: Fu,v(e) > 1- A}.

If (X, F, t) is a Menger space with the continuous T -norm t, then the
family

{Uu(e,A): u E X,e > O,A E (0, I)}

of neighbourhoods induces a Hausdorff topology on X.

The following definitions and theorems are well-known [3],[22]:

DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X,F,t) be a Menger space. A mapping S from
X into itself is said to be continuous at a point pE X if for every e > 0
and>. > 0, there exist f} > 0 and A} > 0 such that if q E Up(e},A}) ,
then Sq E USp(€, A), that is, if Fp,q(fI) > 1- Ab then Fsp,sq(e) > 1- A.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let (X, F, t) be a Menger space with the continuous
T-norm t. A sequence {Pn} in X is said to be convergent to a point pE X
if every e > 0 and A > 0, there exists an integer N = N(e., ,,) such that
Pn E Up(f, A) for all n 2:: N, or equivalently, Fp,p,,(e) > 1 - A for all
n 2:: N. We write Pn ~ P as n ~ 00 or !im Pn =p.

n-oo
Since the (f, A)-topology in a Menger space (X, F, t) satisfies the first

a.,'{iom of the countahility, we have the following:

THEOREM 2.1. Let (X, F, t) be a Mengel' spa.ce with the continuous
T -norm t and S be 1I mApping fJ.'Olll X into itself. Then S is continuous
a.t a point P E X if and only if foJ.' evelY sequence {Pn} in X converging
to P, the sequence {SPIl} converges to tIle point Sp.

THEOREM 2.2. Let (X, F, t) be Menger space with the continuous
T -norm t. Then F is a lower semi-continuous function of points in X,
tImt is, foJ.' a.ny fixed :r E R+, if qn ~ q 811d pn ~ P as n -+ 00, then

lim inf FPIl ,lJ,,(.T) = Fp,q(x).
"t-+<X)
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let (X, F, t) be a Menger space with the continuous
T-norm t. A sequence {Pn} in X is called a Cauchy sequence if for every
€ > 0 and A > 0, there exists an integer N = N( €, A) > 0 such that
FP,,,Prn(f.) > 1- A for all m,n ~ N.

DEFINITION 2.4. A Menger space (X,F,t) with the continuous T
norm t is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence in X converges
to a point in X.

The following theorems establish the relations between metric spaces
and Meuger spaces. Recall that the Menger space (X,:F, t) induced by
the metric d in a metric space (X, d) is called an induced Menger space.

THEOREM 2.3. Let t be a T-norrn defined by t(a,b) = min{a,b}.
Then the induced lvIenger space (X, F, t) is complete if a metric space
(X, d) is complete.

THEOREM 2.4. Let (X, F, t) be an iIlCluced AiIenger space by the met
ric d ill a metric space (X, d). Let {Pn} be a sequence in X and 5
be a. mapping from X into itself. Then for every € > 0 and A > 0,
Fpn ,p( €) > 1 - A if and only if there exists an integer N such that
d(Pn, p) < € for all 11 ~ N, and 5 is continuous at p in the sense of the
Menger space if and only if5 is continuous at P in the sense of the metric
space.

Ill. Compatible Mappings of Type (A)

In this section, motivated by the concept of compatible mappings
on metric spaces and PM-spaces [14], [19J, we introduce the concept of
compatible mappings of type (A) on Menger spaces and show that the
concepts of compatible mappings and compatible mappings of type (A)
are equivalent under some conditions. In metric spaces, the concepts of
compatible mappings and compatible mappings of type (A) are equiva
lent under some conditions [17J.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X,F,t) be a Menger space such that the T
norm t is continuous and 5, T be mappings from X into itself. 5 and T
are said to be compatible if

lim FSTx,.,TSx n (x)=1
u-+oo
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for all x > 0, whenever {x n } is a sequence in X such that lim SX n =
n-+oo

lim TX n = z for some z E X.
n-oo

DEFINITION 3.2. Let (X,F,t) be a Menger space such that the T
norm t is continuous and S, T be mappings from X into itself. S and T
are said to be compatible of type (A) if

lim FTSxn,SSx,,(x) = 1 and lim FSTx" TTxn(X) = 1
n-+ex> n-+oo '

for all x > 0, whenever {x n } is a sequence in X such that Hm SX n =
n-+oo

lim Tx n = z for some z EX.
n-oo

First, the following Propositions 3.1 al1d 3.2 show that Definitions 3.1
and 3.2 are equivalent under some conditions:

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (X,F, t) be a Menger space such that the T
norm t is continuous and t(x, x) 2: x for all x E [0,1], and S, T : X -. X
be continuous mappings. If S and T are compatible, then they are
compatible of type (A).

Proof. Suppose that S and T are compatible. Let {x n } be a sequence
in X such that lim SX n = lim TX n = z for some z E X. Since S is

n--+oo n-+oc::>

continuous, we have

Hm SSx n = lim STx n = Sz
n-+oo n-+oo

and so, for positive reals € and A, there exists an integer M( €, A) such
that

FSSx".Sz(€/2) > 1 - A and FSTx n,Sz(€/2) > 1- >.

for all n ~ !vI( €, >.). Further, since S and T are compatible, we have

lim FSTxn TSx" (€/2) = l.
n--+oo '

Therefore, from the following inequality:
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it follows that lim FSSX n ,TSx n (E) = 1. Similarly,
n---,.C()

lim F TTxn ,STxJ E) = 1.
n->oo

Therefore, 5 and T are compatible mappings of type (A). This completes
the proof.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (X,.1', t) be a Menger space such that the T
norm t is continuous and t(x, x) ~ x for all x E [0,1], and let 5, T : X -t

X be compatible mappings of type (A). If one of S· and·T is·continuous,
then Sand T are compatible.

Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that T is continuous. To
show that 5 and T are compatible, suppose that {x n} is a sequence in
X such that

lim 5J.~1I = lim TX n = Z
"11--"'00 n-ll'OO

for some z EX. ThE'll T 5x n, TTx 11 -t T z as n -t 00 since T is continu
ous. By the condition (P5), we have

Since Sand Tare compa.tible of type (A), we have

Moreover, lim FTTx n TSx n (E/2) = FTz Tz( E/2) = 1. Therefore, from
n.-...oo' ,

(3.1), it follows that lim FSTxn TsxnCE) = 1. Therefore, S and T are
n-+oo '

compatible. This completes the proof.

The following proposition is a direct consequence of Propositions 3.1
and 3.1:

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (X,.r,t) be a Menger space such that theT
norm t is continuous and t(:r,:r.} ~ :r. for all :r. E [0, 1], and S, T : X -t X
be continuous mappings. T1Jen 5 and T are compatible if and only if
they Cll'e compatible of type (A..).
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REMARK 1. In [17], we can find two examples that Proposition 3.3 is
not true if Sand T are not continuous on X.

Next, we give several properties of compatible mappings of type (A)
on a Menger space for our main theorems:

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (X,:F, t) be a Menger space such tbat tbe T
norm t is continuous and t(x, x) ~ t for all x E [0,1], and S, T : X -+ X
be mappings. If Sand T are compatible of type (A) and Sz = Tz for
some z E X, then STz = TTz = TS:: = SSz.

Proof. Suppose that {x n } is a sequence in X defined by X n = t,n =
1,2" .. , for some:: E X and Sz = Tz. Then we have Sx n , TX n -+ Sz
as 11 ----t 00. Since Sand T are compatible of type (A), for every € > 0,

Therefore, ST:: = TT::. Similarly, we have TSz = SSz. But Tz = Sz
implies TT:: = TSz. Therefore, we have STz = TTz = TSz = SSz.
This completes the proof.

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (X,:F, t) be a Menger space such tbat tbe T
norm t is continuous and t(x,x) ~ x for all x E [0,1], and S,T: X -+ X
be mappings. Let Sand T be compatible mappings of type (A) and
lim SX n = Em TX n = z for some z EX. Then we have

n -+ ()C) '1-- cx:J

(1) lim TS;l:n = Sz if S is continuous at z.
n-oo

(2) STz = TSz and Sz = Tz if Sand T are continuous at z.

Pr·oof. (1) Suppose that S is continuous at z. Since lim Sx n -
n-+oo

lim TX n = z for some z E X, we have SSx n -+ Sz as 11 -+ 00, or
n-oo
equivalently, for any positive reals € and A, there exists an integer M( E, A)
such that Fssxn ,s=(€/2) > l-.A for all 11 ~ ..M(E,.A). Since Sand T are
compatible of type (A), for every f > 0, lim FTSx n,SSXn(E) = 1 and so

n~oo

we have

FTSXn ,S=( E) ~ t(FTSxn ,SSxn(E/2), FSS xn ,5:(E/2)) > 1 -.A

for all 11 ~ M( E, .A), which means that TSx n -+ Sz as 11 -+ 00.
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(2) Suppose that S, T : X -+ X are continuous at z. Since TX n --. Z

as n --. 00 and S is continuous at z, by Proposition 3.5 (1), TSx n --. Sz
as n --. 00. On the other hand, since SXn --. z as n --. 00 and T is also
continuous at z, TS:t'n -+ Tz. Thus, we have Sz = Tz by the uniqueness
of the limit and so, by Proposition 3.4, STz = TTz = TSz = SSz.
Therefore, TSz = STz. This completes the proof.

IV. Common Fixed Point Theorems

Before proving our main theorems, we need the following lemma [29]:

LEMMA 4.1. Let {xn} be a sequence in a Manger space (X,F,t),
where t is a continous T -norm and t( x, x) ~ x for all x E [0,1J. If there
exists a constant ", E (0, 1) such that

[or all x > 0 and n EN, then {xn} is a Caucby sequence in X.

REMARK 2. In Propositions 3.1, 3.5 and Lemma 4.1, the conditions
"the T-norm t is continuous and t(x, x) ~ x for all x E [0,1]" can be
replaced by "'t( x, y) = min{x, y} for all x, y E [0, 1J" . In fact, since
tea, 1) = a and t(1, b) = b for all a, bE [0,1], we have

t(a,b) ~ min{t(a,l),t(l,b)} = min{a,b}

for all a, b E [0, 1]. On the other hand, we have

t(a,b) ~ t(rnil1{a,b},min{a,b}) ~ mil1{a,b}

for all a, bE [0,1], which implies tea, b) =min{a, b}.

Now, we are ready to prove our main theorems :

THEOREM 4.2. Let (X, F, t) be a complete :Mengerspace with t(x, y) =
min{x,y} for all :r,y E [O,IJ and A,B,S,T be mappings from X into
itself such that
(4.1) A(X) C T(X) anel B(X) c S(X),
(4.2) the pairs A, Sand B, T are compatible of type (A),
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(4.3) one of A, B, S alld T is continuous,

(4.4) there exists a constant k E (0, 1 )such that

FAu,Bv(kx) ~ min{(Fsu,Tv(x»2,Fsu,Au(x)FTv,Bv(X),

FSu ,Bv(2x)FTv,Au(X), FTv,Au(X),

FSu ,Bv(2x)FTv,Bv(x)}

for all u, v E X and x ~ O. Tllen A, B, Sand T have a unique common
nxed point in X.

Proof. By (4.1), since A(X) C T(X), for any arbitrary Xo E X, there
exists a point :i'l E X such that Axo = TXl' Since B(X) C S(X), for
this point Xll we can choose a point Xz E X such that BXl = SX2 and
so on. Inductively, we can define a sequence {Yn} in X such that

(4.5) {
Y2n = TX2n+l = AX2n

Y2n+l = SX2n+2 = BX2n+l

for n = 0,1,2,···. Now, we prove FY2n ,Y2n+l(kx) ~ FY2n _1,Y2n(x) for all
x> 0, where h: E (0,1). Suppose that FY2n ,Y2n+l(kx) < FY2n _1 ,Y2n(X) for
some:r > O. Then by using (4.4) and FY2n ,Y2n+1 (kx) ~ FY2n ,YH1(X), we
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(FY2n ,Y2n+l (kx»2 ~ (FAZ2n ,8z2n+l (kx»2

> min{(Fsz2n,Tz2n+1(x»2,

FSZ2 ,. ,Ax2n (x )FTz2n+1,BZ2n+1 (x),

FSZ2n ,8z2n +1 (2x )FTr2n+l ,Az2n (x),
, ", I ,I ~ , 'I 11' I,," I, '~~'I'¥""'{hll '1'''j" 'I.' I ' I 'I ,"1', ' , " ,I

FSX2n ,Ax2n (x )FTz2n+1,Ar2n (x),

FSr2n ,B%2n+1 (2x )FTz2n+1,Br2,.+1 (x)}

= min{( FY2n _1 ,Y2n (x))2, FY2n - 1,Y2n (x )FY2n ,Y2n+1 (x),

FY2n _1,Y2n+1 (2x )FY2n ,Y2n (x),

FY2n _1,Y2,. (x )FY2n ,Y2n (x),

FY2n _1,Y2n+1 (x )FY2n ,Y2n+l (x)}

> mint(FY2n - 1,Y2n (x))2, FY2n - 1,Y2n (x )FY2n ,Y2n+l (x),

t( FY2n _1,Y2n (x), FY2n .1I2n+1 (x», F Y2n _1,Y2n (x),

t(FY2n _1,92n (x), FY2n ,Y2n+l(x »Fy2,. ,1/2n+l (x))

> min{(FY2n ,Y2n+l (kx »2, Fy2,. ,Y2,.+1 (kx»2

FY2n ,Y2n+l (kx), FY2n ,Y2"+1 (kx), (FY2n '1I2n+l (kx »2}

= (FY2n ,Y2"+1 (kx»2,

which is a contradiction. Thus, we have FY2n ,Y2n+1(kx) 2:: FY2n _1,Y2n(x).
Similarly, we have also FY2n+1 ,Y:ln+2(kx) ~ FY2n ,Y2n+l(X). Therefore, for
every n E N,FYn,Yn+l(kx) :?: FYn _1,Yn(x). Therefore, by Lemma 4.1,
{Yn} is a Cauchy sequence in X. Since the Menger space (X, F, t)
is complete, {Vu} converges to a point z in X and the subsequences
{AX2n}, {BX211+1}, {S:r2n}, {TX2n+d of {Yn} also converge to z.

Now, suppose that T is continuous. Since B and T are compatible
of type (A), by Proposition 3.5, BTx2n+l, TTx2n+I -+ Tz as n -+ 00.

Putting tl = X2n and v = TX2n+l in (4.4), we have
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(FAX2n ,BTX2n+l (kX))2 ~ min{(Fsx2n ,TTX 2n+1 (x »2,

FSX2n ,Az2n (X )FTTZ 2n+l ,BTz2n+1 (X),

FSX2n ,BTz2n+1 (2x )FTTx2n+l ,AX2n (X),

FSX2n,Az2n (X )FTT:r:2n,Az2n (X),

FSZ2n ,BTz2n+1 (2x )FTTz2n+l ,BTz2n+1 (X)}.

Taking n -+ 00 in (4.6), we have

(Fz,Tz(kx))2 ~ min{(Fz,Tz(x))2, FTz,Tz(X), Fz,Tz(2x )FTz,z(X),

Fz,z(x )FTz,z(X), F z,Tz(2x)FTz,Tz(X)}

= (Fz,Tz(X»2,

which implies that Tz = z. Again, replacing 'It by X2n and v by z in
(4.4), we have
(4.7)
(FA x2n ,Bz(kx»2 2:: min{(Fs X2n ,Tz(x»2, FSX2n ,AX2n (X )FTz,Bz(X),

FSX2n ,Bz(2x )FTz,Ax2n (x), FSX2n,Ax2n (X)FTz,A x2n (x),

FSX2n ,Bz(2x)FTz,Bz(X)},

Taking n -+ 00 in (4.7), we have

(Fz,Bz(kx »2 ~ min{(Fz,Tz(X»2, Fz,Bz(X), Fz,Bz(2x )FTz,z(X),

Fz,z(x )FTz,z(X), Fz,Bz(2x)Fz,Bz(X)}

= (Fz,Bz(x»2,

which implies that Bz = z. Since B(X) C SeX), there exists a point w
in X such that B z = Sw = z. By using (4.4) again, we have

(FAtu,z(kx»2 = (FAw,Bz(kx»2

2:: min{(Fsw,Tz(x»2, FSw,Aw(x)FTz,Bz(X)

FSw,BA2x )FTz,Aw( x), FSw,Aw(X )FTz,Aw(x),

FSw ,B:(2x )FTz,Bz(X)}

= (FAw,z(X »2,
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which means that Aw = z. Since A and S are compatible of 'type
(A) and Aw = Sw = z, by Proposition 3.4, we have, for every f > 0,
FASur,ssw(e) = 1 and so Az = ASw = SSw = Sz. By using (4.4)
again, we have A.z = z. Therefore, Az = Bz = Sz = Tz = z, that is,
z is a common fixed point of the given mappings. The uniqueness of
the common fixed point z follows easily from (4.4). This completes the
proof.

As a consequence of Theorems 2.3 and 4.2, we have the following:
,', 'I'

THEOREM 4.3. Let A, B, Sand T be mappings from a complete met
ric space (X, d) into itself such that
(4.8) A(X) C T(X) and B(X) c SeX),
(4.9) one of A,B,S and T is continuous,
(4.10) the pairs .4, Sand B, T are compatible of type (A),
(4.11) there exists a constant k E (0,1) SUcll that

(d(A:r,By»2:5 kmax{(d(Sx, Ty)2,cl(Sx, Ax)d(Ty, By),

1
"2d(Sx, By)d(Ty, Ax), d(Sx, Ax )d(Ty, Ax),

1
"2d(Sx, By)d(Ty, By)}

for all x, y ill X. Thell A, B, S aIId T llave a unique common fixed point
in X.
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